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Test Your Cleaning IQ and Win 

 
 
NASHVILLE — January 2018 — KYZEN cleaning experts have created the world’s 
first Cleaning IQ Test to be introduced at the 2018 IPC APEX EXPO, scheduled to 
take place Feb. 27 - March 1, 2018 at the San Diego Convention Center in Ca. 
Inspired by KYZEN’s commitment to industry education and technical support, it is 
easy to test your knowledge in Booth #3449 at the show. You may even win a 
reward for your skills. “KYZEN loves to make technical learning friendly, fun and 
efficient,” said Sherry Stepp, Global Segment Leader for Electronic Manufacturing at 
KYZEN. “It is part of our commitment to constantly improving cleaning process 
performance through the convergence of Science and Care.” 
 
KYZEN provides a wide range of products and technical services that increase 
reliability and productivity for manufacturers around the world. APEX attendees will 
also discover why KYZEN’s newly launched ANALYST Data Services is being called 
an industry breakthrough. It is the only product that delivers real-time access, 
traceability and advanced data analytics in a user-friendly customizable dashboard, 
complete with alerts. ANALYST Data Services is the most comprehensive data 
reporting platform available today and it is fully integrated with the KYZEN PCS.  

 
You no longer need to be standing at the production line or manually logging data. 
ANALYST Data Services allow you to access your data, including historic trending 
data, from multiple production sites in one secure location. Quickly compare 
performance across production sites in Europe, North America and Asia. 



 
To get the latest information about ANALYST Data Services, visit KYZEN in Booth 
#3449 at APEX or watch a short introduction video at 
www.AnalystDataServices.com.   
 
 
 
About KYZEN 
KYZEN is a global leader in providing environmentally responsible, RoHS compliant precision 
cleaning chemistries for industries ranging from electronics and advanced packaging to 
metal finishing and aerospace applications. Since its founding in 1990, KYZEN’s innovative 
cleaning technologies, scientific expertise and customer support have been repeatedly 
recognized with the industry’s most prestigious awards. For more information, visit 
www.KYZEN.com.  
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